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 Brandon is an outer space expert.  If you ever want information about (sister, and, the)
sun, planets, sky, or stars, Brandon (has, completed, is) the boy to ask.  He knows (it, more,
every) about the solar system than anyone (I, newest, he) have ever met.  He's a walking, 
(painting, talking, sky), breathing outer space computer. 
 Brandon reads (the, right, every) book and article about space that (sister, he, newest) 
can find.  He says that he (wants, has, out) read eighty books, and he has (very, just, now) 
gotten started!  He enjoys reading both (fiction, people, any) and non-fiction stories.
Brandon's sister just (even, makes, bought) him the newest magazine on rocket (travel,
about, movie), and he is very excited to (dreams, when, read) it. 
 Brandon is a great space (planet, excited, artist).  He recently completed a picture of 
(the, he's, and) night sky using blue, black, silver, (sleeping, gold, newest), and white glitter.
He makes models (of, from, find) the planets out of clay.  Right (someday, now, expert) he is 
painting a huge poster (setting, depicting, sounds) the Big Dipper and the Little (when, he, 
Dipper).
 Brandon talks about outer space.  He (plants, creates, stories) songs about outer 
space.  He will (watch, great, know) any show or movie about outer (is, space, sky).  I bet he 
even dreams about (blue, life, outer) space when he's sleeping! 
 Someday Brandon (truly, wants, would) like to be an astronaut.  He (wants, believes, 
red) to blast off in a space (shuttle, of, planet) that lands on the moon or (see, for, on) Mars.
He would like to walk (to, in, is) space.  He imagines floating and being (space, weightless,
he) in the air.  He thinks somewhere (on, a, in) the solar system aliens truly exist.  (He,
People, Invite) wants to explore Mars and hunt (for, design, if) water.  He wants to see what 
(space, him, kind) of life might live there.  He (would, doesn't, over) know if he would find 
plants (new, or, to) animals or learn why it is (colony, completed, called) a red planet. 
 If Brandon could (live, people, bet) out his greatest fantasy, he would (help, explore, 

wonderful) design, build, and live in a (Brandon, silver, giant) space colony.  He'd invite 
people from (outer, that, different) countries all over the world to (poster, join, bought) him in 
settling a new frontier.  (Throughout, Why, For) the galaxy, there would be peace, (shuttle, 
harmony, about), and people jetting around in flying (reading, people, saucers).
 Brandon believes that outer space is (water, full, kind) of wonderful sights, sounds, and 

life.
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